ELEMED’S EXPERT
CORNER
We love to showcase content by
guest authors

WHAT IS ELEMED EXPERT CORNER?
It is a hand-selected group of individuals that have been identified as top
voices/thought leaders in their space.
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Here is what will happen once we are in possession of your blog piece:
Our team will design it
We will publish it in the blog section of our website
We will share a minimum of two posts on our different social media channels
We will include it in our newsletter
We would love to collaborate with your marketing team in order to raise
greater awareness and engagement of your blog article.
Please get in touch with Mathilde at mathilde@elemed.eu to discuss further.

WHY SHOULD YOU TAKE PART?
This is a great opportunity for you to raise your personal brand awareness, your
company’s reach in the market, but also to provoke wider discussion.
It will establish yourself as an authority in the space and enhance your
professional image.
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WHAT’S IN FOR COMPANIES?
You will have the ability to provide value to readers and to establish your business
as an industry leader. This will boost your company’s website search engine
optimization thanks to the backlinks from our website.
It will allow your company to reach a new audience and generate new leads by
eventually converting your readers into customers. It might lead in a rise of your
social medial following audience.
Finally, you will have one of the best engagement in MedTech.

THEMES
A reflective piece (i.e. trends in your own industry, your personal thoughts on
current topics),
A personal experience (a case study, story telling, giving examples of
something that took place),
Thought-provoking (ie.e asking questions on topic like IVDD, MDR or IVDR),
Talent and career journeys,
Interesting technology trends (i.e AI, robotics, Genomic Medicine, 3D printing),
Research initiatives and groundbreaking technology
Technical advice (i.e Risk management, QMS Audit Problems, Regulatory
strategy),
Entrepreneurship, the startup journey and common mistakes

TIMINGS
Once we have agreed on a topic, you will have two weeks to produce your article
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THE ANATOMY OF A BLOG POST

EYE CATCHING HEADLINE
Your headline is very often the first thing people see. It should be interesting
enough to make people want to read the rest of story. Don't be boring!

INTRODUCTION
Your introduction is another chance to hook your reader in. You need to tell
people why they should read your blog post. Don't overwrite this, a punchy intro
is more effective.

LEAD IN
After your intro, go straight into your main points. If you are doing a list style
post, use a line like "The main points are..." rather than just putting a bulleted list
directly after your intro.

YOUR MAIN POINTS
Deliver your main points that you want to make. You can use a bulleted list to
break them down, or use headings over paragraphs. Write for your reader, not
search engines.

CONCLUSION
A blog post isn't a college essay. You don't have to reiterate all of your points
again, but a closing paragraph does wrap up your post and doesn't leave readers
hanging.

READY TO START WRITING?
Follow these guidelines:
1. Only original, unpublished work
Please don’t submit articles already published on your blog or elsewhere. We are
looking for exciting new content.
2. Be relevant and insightful
We are looking for articles that are fresh and different. Our blog aims to be casual,
yet helpful, and typically we stay away from buzzwords and jargon.
3. Fluent, readable and error-free
We are looking for well-written, clear, interesting, and above all, helpful content.
Think, ‘what do you I want the readers to get from this?’
4. Give facts, examples and practical tips
Make sure all facts are correct and all statements attributed appropriately. Back
up your claims with source links.
5. Engage with us
In order to give your blog the best possible reach and engagement, We ask that
you interact with the social media posts which will promote it. We kindly ask that
all your own posts on social media refer to the original article hosted on our
website.
Please note that Elemed will fully own the content. We will refer to you as
the blog writer and will hyperlink your name to your LinkedIn account.
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SUBMISSIONS SHOULD:
Be submitted as a Word Doc or Google Doc.
Be educational and not overly self-promotional.
Include a one-to two-sentence author bio with a headshot.
Be 1,000 - 1,800 words in length
Include no more than two links to your company's website in the body of the
post

WHAT WE WON'T ACCEPT:
Anything that may be construed as a link-building scheme.
Anything that's too promotional for your company or organization.
Anything that's offensive or inaccurate.
Anything that's overly critical of individuals or companies

IMPORTANT CAVEATS:
1. Elemed reserves the right to reject contributions at its discretion.
2. Elemed reserves the right to edit, adapt, update, and republish contributions
at its discretion, and update it in the future for accuracy and
comprehensiveness.
3. Calls-to-action to other content may be added to published article.
4. In rare cases, contributed posts may be removed from the blog.
5. Guest contributors may not republish their published contribution to the
Elemed’s Website Blog in its entirety anywhere else, including to your own blog
or LinkedIn afterwards.

CONTACT US
+(41) 21 539 1933
hello@elemed.eu
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